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bstract

A crucial aspect of developing a functional, biomimetic lung surfactant (LS) replacement is the selection of the synthetic lipid mixture
nd surfactant proteins (SPs) or suitable mimics thereof. Studies elucidating the roles of different lipids and surfactant proteins in natural LS
ave provided critical information necessary for the development of synthetic LS replacements that offer performance comparable to the nat-
ral material. In this study, the in vitro surface-active behaviors of peptide- and peptoid-based mimics of the lung surfactant proteins, SP-B
nd SP-C, were investigated using three different lipid formulations. The lipid mixtures were chosen from among those commonly used for
he testing and characterization of SP mimics—(1) dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylglycerol 7:3 (w/w) (PCPG),
2) dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylglycerol:palmitic acid 68:22:9 (w/w) (TL), and (3) dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl-
holine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylcholine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylglycerol:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylethanolamine:palmitoyloleoyl
hosphatidylserine:cholesterol 16:10:3:1:3:2 (w/w) (IL). The lipid mixtures and lipid/peptide or lipid/peptoid formulations were characterized
n vitro using a Langmuir–Wilhelmy surface balance, fluorescent microscopic imaging of surface film morphology, and a pulsating bubble surfac-
ometer. Results show that the three lipid formulations exhibit significantly different surface-active behaviors, both in the presence and absence of

P mimics, with desirable in vitro biomimetic behaviors being greatest for the TL formulation. Specifically, the TL formulation is able to reach

ow-surface tensions at physiological temperature as determined by dynamic PBS and LWSB studies, and dynamic PBS studies show this to occur
ith a minimal amount of compression, similar to natural LS.
 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Lung surfactant (LS), a complex biomaterial that coats inter-
al pulmonary surfaces, is essential for normal breathing [1].
his surface-active material functions to reduce and regulate
urface tension within the alveoli during respiration [1]. The
ost important attributes of LS are its ability to (i) adsorb

apidly to the air–water interface, (ii) reach near-zero surface

ension upon film compression, preventing alveolar collapse,
nd (iii) respread at the air–water interface through multiple
xpansions and contractions of film surface area. The absence

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 847 491 2778; fax: +1 847 491 3728.
E-mail address: a-barron@northwestern.edu (A.E. Barron).
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r dysfunction of LS results in neonatal respiratory distress
yndrome (nRDS), a leading cause of infant mortality in the
nited States [2]. Currently, premature infants suffering from
RDS are treated by intratracheal instillation of an exogenous
S replacement, typically animal-derived, into the lungs [3].
owever, there are significant concerns associated with the use
f animal-derived LS replacements, including high production
nd purification costs, batch-to-batch variability, and the poten-
ial for pathogen transmission [3]. Less expensive, synthetic
S replacements have been developed, but are not commonly
sed due to their generally inferior efficacy in the treatment of

RDS [3]. This poor performance is attributed to the lack of the
ydrophobic surfactant proteins (SPs) present in animal-derived
urfactant that are necessary for the proper biophysical function-
ng of LS [3]. Hence, there is a need for a safe, cost-effective,

mailto:a-barron@northwestern.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.colsurfb.2007.01.001
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ntirely synthetic LS replacement that contains good functional
imics of both the hydrophobic SPs and the lipid portion of LS.
In order to create a useful synthetic LS replacement, the role

f each LS component must be considered carefully. Lipids
omprise approximately 90% of LS by weight, and SPs approx-
mately 10% [1]. The hydrophobic SPs, SP-B and SP-C, are
hought to be critical for facilitating the proper interfacial lipid
ynamics and maintaining respreadability of the lipid film [3].
he addition of SP-B and/or SP-C to natural or synthetic lipid
ixtures results in a faster rate of adsorption, lower minimum

urface tensions, and better respreadability of the film compared
o the film without added SP [4].

The major lipid class in LS is phosphatidylcholine (PC),
hich comprises approximately 65–75% of LS lipids; dipalmi-

oyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) is the most prevalent single
omponent of LS, comprising 40–60% of the PC species. Mono-
ayers of DPPC are able to maintain near-zero surface tensions
pon compression due to the tight packing ability of satu-
ated phospholipids [4]. However, this stiff and rigid monolayer
dsorbs slowly to the air–aqueous interface and respreads poorly
pon successive compressions and expansions of film area
4]. The addition of unsaturated phospholipids such as palmi-
oyloleoyl phosphatidylcholine (POPC) and palmitoyloleoyl
hosphatidylglycerol (POPG) or other lipids and hydrophobic
olecules such as palmitic acid (PA) and cholesterol has been

hown to enhance the adsorption rate of the lipid film as well as
mprove its respreadability; however, the minimum surface ten-
ion upon compression is thus increased relative to DPPC films
5].

There is growing evidence that a functional replacement for
atural LS must either contain SP-B and/or SP-C or comprise
ood functional mimics of these small, amphipathic proteins.
oth have unique structural attributes that are not trivial to
imic with synthetic peptides or peptidomimetics. SP-B is an

mphipathic, predominantly helical protein that is 79 amino
cids long [4], with three intramolecular disulfide bridges [6]
nd one intermolecular disulfide bond, forming a homodimer
4]. SP-B knockout mice die at birth [7]; however, since SP-B
s necessary for the processing of SP-C proprotein, these mice
lso lack functional SP-C [8]. SP-B directs LS surface activity
hrough the control of lipid film organization [4] and enhances

onolayer adsorption and respreading [4]. While the chemi-
al synthesis of an exact mimic of this 79mer protein is too
ifficult to be practical, there is evidence, based on Langmuir
rough studies, that the cationic, helical amino-terminal region,
P-B1–25, retains much of the physiological function of syn-

hetic SP-B1–78 (direct comparisons to the natural protein have
ot been published) [9,10].

SP-C is an exceedingly hydrophobic, amphipathic, helical
rotein, comprised of 35 amino acids [4]. SP-C contains two
ationic residues at positions 11 and 12 that interact with
nionic phospholipid head groups of a lipid film [11] and post-
ranslationally palmitoylated cysteines at positions 5 and 6 that

re believed to be important for proper function; however, their
xact role and the extent of their importance are a matter of
ebate [12–16]. SP-C’s structure is dominated by an �-helix
hat is approximately 37 Å long, and within this helical region is
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23 Å-long, valyl-rich stretch of hydrophobic amino acids. The
engths of the helix and valyl-rich region closely match the thick-
ess of a DPPC bilayer and its acyl chain portion, respectively,
uggesting that SP-C can traverse a phospholipid bilayer [17], or
orm a transbilayer orientation, interacting with the hydropho-
ic lipid acyl chains [18]. Due to extreme hydrophobicity and
strong tendency to aggregate and misfold in the absence of

ipids, several simplified peptide mimics of SP-C have been
reated and studied [19–23]. Takei et al. synthesized various
on-palmitoylated, full-length and truncated forms of SP-C, and
ound that a core sequence (residues 5–31 or 6–32) is required
or biophysical activity comparable to the full-length protein
22]. Nilsson et al. created an SP-C analog by replacing valines
ith leucines and cysteines with serines, which showed surface

ctivity comparable to native SP-C, but with a much-reduced
endency for hydrophobic aggregation and misfolding [24,25].

In previous studies, we have investigated the surface-active
ehaviors of peptoid-based mimics of both SP-B and SP-C in
ipid films, and compared the activity of the peptoids to the
espective peptide mimics [26,27]. Peptoids represent an alter-
ate derivative of a polypeptide backbone, with the side chains
ttached to the amide nitrogens rather than to the �-carbons
28,29]. The N-substituted backbone of this class of molecules
esists proteolysis, resulting in enhanced bioavailability and the
otential for reduced specific recognition by the immune sys-
em [30,31]. Such properties are of course extremely sequence-
nd size-dependent, and the biocompatibility of longer peptoid
ligomers has not yet been assessed. Although peptoids are
ot able to form backbone–backbone hydrogen bonds like pep-
ides to stabilize secondary structure [32], structural studies have
hown that peptoid sequences with homochiral side chains form
table helical structures with a chiral sense, similar to polypro-
ine helices in peptides [33]. Peptoid helices have a helical pitch
f approximately 6 Å and a periodicity of three residues per turn,
nd are stabilized primarily by steric and electronic repulsions
32].

Both peptoid-based SP mimics we previously reported were
esigned to capture the essential structural features of the
ognate peptide: SP-B mimics were helical and facially amphi-
athic [26], while SP-C mimics were helical and longitudinally
mphipathic [27]. The surface-active behaviors of the peptoid
imics as well as of comparator peptides were characterized

n biomimetic lipid films using a Langmuir–Wilhelmy sur-
ace balance (LWSB) and a pulsating bubble surfactometer,
hile film phase morphologies were observed using fluores-

ence microscopy in conjunction with an LWSB. The peptoid
imics were found to exhibit surface-active behaviors and film

hase morphologies that were in many ways similar to, though
ot identical to the model peptide mimics [26,27].

It has been shown that lipid composition can play an
mportant role in the surface activity and structure of SP

imics in a lipid film [34]. In this study, we examine the
n vitro function of two peptide- and two peptoid-based SP
imics in three different lipid formulations to further inves-
igate SP mimic/lipid interactions. The lipid mixtures were
hosen from among those commonly used for the testing and
haracterization of SP mimics—(1) dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl-
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holine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylglycerol 7:3 (w/w)
PCPG), (2) dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine:palmitoyloleoyl
hosphatidylglycerol:palmitic acid 68:22:9 (w/w) (TL), and (3)
ipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidyl-
holine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylglycerol:palmitoyloleoyl
hosphatidylethanolamine:palmitoyloleoyl phosphatidylser-
ne:cholesterol 16:10:3:1:3:2 (w/w) (IL). To our knowledge,
his is the first time a comparative study such as this has been
ompleted for peptidomimetic molecules and the respective
eptides that they mimic. Our results show that these three
ipid formulations exhibit significantly different surface-active
ehaviors as determined by LWSB, FM, and PBS studies,
oth in the presence and absence of SP mimics. Additionally,
e find that lipid composition has dramatic effects on the

urface-active behaviors of both peptoid- and peptide-based
P mimics, which has important implications for their use in
iomimetic LS replacement formulations.

. Materials and methods

.1. Materials and reagents

Peptide and peptoid synthesis reagents were purchased from
pplied Biosystems (Foster City, CA) and Aldrich (Milwaukee,
I). Resins and Fmoc-protected amino acids were purchased

rom NovaBiochem (San Diego, CA), while 2,2,5,7,8-
entamethylchroman-6-sulfonyl chloride (PMC) was purchased
rom Omega Chemical (Quebec, CA), and primary amines and

i-tert-butyl dicarbonate (Boc) were purchased from Aldrich.
cetonitrile, isopropanol, and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) were
urchased from Fisher Scientific (Pittsburgh, PA). DPPC,
OPG, POPC, POPE, POPS, and cholesterol were purchased

b
m
a
t

able 1
eptide and peptoid sequences and molecular weights

olecule Sequence/structure

P-B1–25 FPIPLPYAWLARALIKRIQAMIPKG

eptoid B

P-CF,F FGIPFFPVHLKRLLILLLLLLLILLLILGAL

eptoid C
urfaces B: Biointerfaces 57 (2007) 37–55 39

rom Avanti Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL), PA was purchased
rom Aldrich, and Texas Red® 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-
-phosphoethanolamine, triethylammonium salt (TR-DHPE)
as purchased from Molecular Probes (Eugene, OR). All chem-

cals were purchased in high purity form and were used without
urther purification.

.2. Peptide and peptoid synthesis, purification, and
haracterization

Cysteine-to-alanine substitutions were made at positions 8
nd 11 in the peptide SP-B1–25 to prevent unwanted disulfide
ond formation (Table 1). We synthesized a non-palmitoylated
P-C-mimetic peptide with a sequence modified to prevent
ggregation and preserve the hydrophobicity of the N-terminal
egion, SP-CF,F, which included valine-to-leucine and cysteine-
o-phenylalanine substitutions (sequence shown in Table 1)
25,35]. Both peptides were synthesized by standard Fmoc
hemistry on solid support (pre-loaded Wang resin) using an ABI
33A automated peptide synthesizer (Applied Biosystems).

A peptoid-based mimic of SP-B, Peptoid B, was designed to
imic the helicity, cationic charge, facial amphipathicity, and

ydrophobicity of SP-B1–25, as previously described (structure
hown in Table 1) [26]. A peptoid mimic of SP-C, Peptoid C,
imics residues 5–32 from human SP-C, with close sequence
imicry at the N-terminus and maintenance of the C-terminal

ydrophobic helix (structure shown in Table 1) [27]. Both pep-
oids were synthesized using an ABI 433A on Rink amide resin

y the sub-monomer protocol as previously described [29]. All
olecules were cleaved from the resin with TFA, along with the

ppropriate scavenging reagents, for 10 min or 1 h depending on
he sequence (the longer time is necessary to remove the PMC

Molecular weight (Da)

2866

2592

LMGL 3924

3309
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Table 2
Molar percentages of added peptide or peptoid in each lipid formulation

PCPG (mol%) TL (mol%) IL (mol%)
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P-B1–25/Peptoid B 2.5 2.2 2.4
P-CF,F/Peptoid C 1.9 1.6 1.8

rotecting group from guanidine side chains in the acid-stabile
P-B1–25 and SP-CF,F, peptides). SP-B mimics were purified by
eversed-phase high performance liquid chromatography (RP-
PLC) using a linear gradient of 20–95% solvent B in solvent
over 50 min (solvent A is 0.1% TFA in water (v/v) and solvent
is 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile (v/v)). SP-C mimics were purified

y RP-HPLC using a linear gradient of 30–80% solvent B in sol-
ent A over 50 min (solvent A is 0.1% TFA in water (v/v) and
olvent B is 0.1% TFA in acetonitrile–isopropanol 1:1 (v/v) for
eptoid C and 0.1% TFA in isopropanol (v/v) for SP-CF,F). The
nal purities of the molecules were confirmed to be >97% by
nalytical RP-HPLC, and molecular weights were confirmed by
lectrospray ionization mass spectrometry (Table 1). The extent
f helicity of the peptides and peptoids was confirmed by circular
ichroism spectroscopy [26,27].

.3. Methods and apparatus

.3.1. Sample preparation
Each lipid was individually dissolved in chloroform/

ethanol (3/1 (v/v)) to a precisely known concentration
∼4 mg/mL). The lipids were then combined to make three
ifferent formulations, which we named: “PCPG lipids”
DPPC:POPG, PCPG, 7:3 (w/w)), “Tanaka lipids” (TL, DPPC:
OPG:PA, 68:22:9 (w/w)), and “synthetic Infasurf lipids” (IL,
PPC:POPC:POPG:POPE:POPS:cholesterol, 16:10:3:1:3:2

w/w)) with total lipid concentrations of ∼2 mg/mL.
Peptide and peptoid mimics were dissolved in methanol to a

nown concentration (∼2 mg/mL). The modified peptides, SP-
1–25 and SP-CF,F, were added to the lipid mixtures at 10 wt.%,
hich is similar to the total protein content in LS. The peptoid
imics were added to the lipids at equivalent mole percentages

see Table 2) comparable to those used in other studies [36].

.3.2. Langmuir–Wilhelmy surface balance studies
Surface pressure–molecular area isotherms were obtained

sing a home-built Langmuir–Wilhelmy surface balance, as pre-
iously described [26]. The trough was filled with 300 mL of
queous buffer (150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2, 10 mM HEPES,
H 6.9) and heated to either 25 or 37 ◦C. The surfactant
ormulation was spread at the air–water interface from a chlo-
oform/methanol solution using a glass syringe and allowed to
quilibrate for 5 min. The barriers were then compressed and
xpanded at a rate of 30 mm/min. Surface pressure was measured
sing a Wilhelmy plate (Riegler and Kirsten GMBH, Berlin).
he average surface area per molecule was calculated includ-
ng both the lipids and the protein mimics. Experiments were
epeated a total of six times per temperature for each surfactant
ormulation and gave reproducible results. Error bars fall within
he thickness of the lines.
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.3.3. Fluorescence microscopic imaging
In order to obtain fluorescence microscopic images of the

ipid films on the Langmuir trough, a Nikon MM40 compact
icroscope stand with a 100 W mercury lamp (Tokyo, Japan)
as used in conjunction with an LWSB. Fluorescence was
etected by a Dage-MTI three-chip color camera (Dage-MTI,
ichigan City, IN) in conjunction with a generation II intensi-

er (Fryer, Huntley, IL). Samples were spiked with 0.5 mol%
f a fluorescently labeled lipid, TR-DHPE, for detection. Previ-
us studies have shown that inclusion of the labeled lipid at this
oncentration does not alter surfactant film morphology [37].
xperiments were performed on an aqueous buffered subphase
t 25 and 37 ◦C with a barrier speed of 5 mm/min, and were
epeated a total of three times per temperature for each surfactant
ormulation; results were reproducible.

.3.4. Pulsating bubble surfactometry
A modified pulsating bubble surfactometer (General Transco,

argo, FL), which has been previously described [38], was
sed to obtain both static-bubble and dynamic-bubble adsorp-
ion data. An image acquisition system has been added to a
ommercial PBS in order to track bubble shape and size in real
ime. Images and pressure data from the instrument are sent to a
abVIEW program that is used to fit the bubble to an ellipse and
alculate both the surface tension and the surface area of the bub-
le, resulting in more accurate determination of bubble surface
ension based on bubble size [38]. Some of the major differences
bserved with the image analysis system, relative to the sim-
ler commercial system, are higher maximum surface tensions,
educed hysteresis in the data loop, and a reduced slope upon
xpansion of the bubble. These differences have been shown to
eflect a more accurate measurement and representation of the
urface-active behaviors of biomimetic LS formulations [38].
n addition, we are able to visually detect any movement (leak-
ge) of surfactant up the capillary or formation of particulates in
he sample. Runs that showed either of these phenomena were
emoved from further analysis.

Surfactant formulations were dried from the chloro-
orm/methanol solution using a DNA 120 Speedvac (Thermo
lectron, Holbrook, NY), forming a pellet. The pellet was sus-
ended in an aqueous buffer (150 mM NaCl, 5 mM CaCl2,
0 mM HEPES, pH 6.9) to 1.0 mg lipid/mL, with a final vol-
me of 70–80 �L. The surfactant formulations were mixed with
micropipette, sonicated briefly with a Fisher Model 60 probe

onicator, and then mixed with a micropipette again to form
uniform suspension. Samples were loaded into a plastic PBS

ample chamber (General Transco) with putty placed on the cap-
llary end of the sample chamber to prevent sample leakage; the
utty was removed before experiments were performed [39].

All experiments were performed at physiological tempera-
ure, 37 ◦C. Static adsorption surface tension data were collected
or 20 min or until equilibrium surface tension was reached,
tarting with a bubble radius of 0.4 mm and allowing the bubble

ize to drift (grow) throughout the adsorption period. Following
tatic adsorption, dynamic adsorption data were obtained at a
requency of 20 cycles/min until the shape of the hysteresis loop
emained unchanged for at least 2 min, again starting with a
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inimum bubble radius of 0.4 mm and allowing the bubble size
o drift (grow) throughout the experiment. PBS experiments
ere repeated a total of six times for each surfactant formula-

ion, and gave reproducible results. The trends reported for both
tatic and dynamic adsorption experiments were consistent
ith all repeated experiments for each surfactant formulation.

. Results and discussion

.1. Comparison of the surface-active behavior of three
ynthetic lipid formulations commonly used as mimics of
he non-protein portion of lung surfactant

.1.1. Composition and efficacy of each lipid formulation
The surface-active behavior of SP mimics can vary greatly

ith lipid composition, and therefore SP mimics have been char-
cterized in a multitude of different lipid formulations, including
ure monolayers of DPPC [12,40], dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl-
lycerol (DPPG) [9,12], and PA [41]. Since both SP-B and
P-C are cationic and are thought to interact with anionic PG
ead groups [6,42–46] and since DPPC is necessary for reach-
ng low-surface tensions, formulations composed of both DPPC
nd POPG have also often been used for the surfactometry char-
cterization of SPs and their mimics in lipid films [47–52].

Tanaka et al. investigated 25 different surfactant formula-
ions containing varying combinations of phospholipids (DPPC,
G, phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylinositol (PI), phos-
hatidylethanolamine (PE), and sphingomyelin), fatty acids
PA, palmitoleic acid, stearic acid, or oleic acid), acylglycerols,
nd a lipid-bound protein isolated from LS [53]. Of these 25
ormulations, they found three surfactant mixtures with good,
pparently biomimetic, in vitro surface activities, all containing
8.6% DPPC, 22.2% PG or PS, 9.1% fatty acid (palmitic acid
r stearic acid), and 0.9% protein (w/w). Based on these results,
similar lipid formulation containing DPPC, POPG, and PA

68:22:9 (w/w), the so-called “Tanaka lipids” (TL)) has since
een used widely to investigate the surface activity of SP mimics
oth in vitro and in animal models of RDS [26,27,37,54–61].

While the Tanaka lipids have been shown to facilitate the
iomimetic functioning of surfactant protein replacements both
n vivo and in vitro, this simple formulation has a composition
hat differs greatly from that of natural lung surfactant lipids.

ost notably, the DPPC content of the Tanaka lipids (69%) is
ignificantly higher than that of natural LS and also of success-
ul, commercially available LS replacements such as InfasurfTM

55%) [34]. In addition, the inclusion of PA in Tanaka lipids is
ighly debated; while PA does not comprise a significant portion
f natural LS lipids and increases the viscosity of the lipid film, it
as been successfully included in effective clinical preparations
nd widely used for both in vitro and in vivo testing. Natural
S also contains other anionic phospholipids that are likely to

nteract with the cationic amino acid side chains of SP-B and
P-C, such as PI, PE, and PS, as well as cholesterol, which is

elieved to contribute to fluidization of the lipid film [62–70].
alther et al. recently investigated the surface activity of three

ipid formulations, including (1) lipids isolated from lung lavage,
2) a more complex formulation designed to be the synthetic

o
∼
∼
I

urfaces B: Biointerfaces 57 (2007) 37–55 41

quivalent of the natural LS lipids, and (3) the Tanaka lipids, in
ombination with dimeric SP-B1–25 peptide both in vitro (cap-
ive bubble surfactometer) and in vivo (a rat washout model of
DS) [34]. Studies performed on the captive bubble surfactome-

er indicate that formulation (2), the synthetic lung lavage lipid
ormulation that more closely mimics the composition of natu-
al lung lavage lipids, containing DPPC, DOPC, POPG, POPE,
OPS, and cholesterol (16:10:3:1:3:2 (w/w)), reached a mini-
um surface tension similar to that of both natural lipids and

he Tanaka lipids. In addition, studies in a rat model of RDS
evealed higher oxygenation levels with the natural lipids or the
ynthetic lung lavage lipids than with the Tanaka lipids. There-
ore, this synthetic lipid formulation that more closely mimics
he composition of natural LS seems to show greater promise
or in vivo use as part of a biomimetic LS replacement.

Here we have investigated the surface activities of four SP
imics, including both peptides and peptoids, in three differ-

nt lipid formulations: “PCPG”, composed of DPPC and POPG
7:3 (w/w)); “Tanaka lipids (TL)”, composed of DPPC, POPG,
nd PA (68:22:9 (w/w)); and “synthetic Infasurf lipids (IL)”,
ased on the composition of the lipid portion of natural LS
34] and composed of DPPC, POPC, POPG, POPE, POPS, and
holesterol (16:10:3:1:3:2 (w/w)). The in vitro surface activi-
ies of the three lipid formulations, with and without added SP
imics, were investigated using a Langmuir–Wilhelmy surface

alance (LWSB), fluorescence microscopic (FM) imaging, and
pulsating bubble surfactometer (PBS).

.1.2. Langmuir–Wilhelmy surface balance results
An LWSB is typically used to record surface pressure

Π)–molecular area (A) isotherms. Lipids are spread at the
ir–aqueous interface in the 2D gas–liquid coexistence region,
t a high enough molecular area so that the lipid tails do not
nteract with one another and the surface pressure is essentially
ndependent of molecular area. As the barriers are compressed,
ipid tails begin to interact, entering the liquid expanded (LE)
hase, and an increase in surface pressure is observed (referred
o as lift-off). For natural LS, lift-off is expected to occur at a
igh molecular surface area (>100 Å2/molecule) [71]. As the
arriers are further compressed, a coexistence of LE and liquid
ondensed (LC) phases is observed. A biomimetic plateau in
he isotherm between 40 and 50 mN/m, which is thought to cor-
espond to a 2D phase transition and/or the structured removal
f material from the monolayer [71], is typically observed for
ffective LS formulations. Finally, at high surface pressures the
olid phase is observed, and for biomimetic LS formulations, we
xpect to see a collapse pressure near 70 mN/m corresponding
o a surface tension near 0 mN/m [71].

Π–A isotherms taken at 25 ◦C for the three lipid formula-
ions with no SP mimic added (Fig. 1A) reveal that TL exhibit

much later lift-off (∼95 Å2/molecule) than either PCPG or
L (∼110 Å2/molecule). This trend is also observed, though
uch less dramatically, at 37 ◦C (Fig. 1B), with a lift-off area
f ∼100 Å2/molecule for TL, ∼110 Å2/molecule for PCPG, and
120 for IL. All Π–A isotherms exhibit at least a small kink at
55 mN/m at 25 ◦C, with more pronounced plateaus for TL and

L; at 37 ◦C, all lipid formulations exhibit plateaus at∼50 mN/m.
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ig. 1. Surface pressure–surface area isotherms obtained using the Langmuir–W
nd synthetic Infasurf lipids.

inally, with the exception of IL at 37 ◦C, collapse pressures are
ear 70 mN/m. Interestingly, at 37 ◦C, the IL film exhibits a low
ollapse pressure, of approximately 55 mN/m. To our knowl-
dge, this phenomenon has not previously been reported. While
L films have been previously studied, LWSB results were not
eported by Walther et al. [34].

The later lift-off area observed with the TL film in compari-
on to those of PCPG and IL is likely due to the inclusion of PA
n only the TL formulation. Because PA is a single-chain lipid
ith a small head group relative to DPPC or unsaturated phos-
holipids, it occupies less space in the monolayer and therefore
t takes a greater degree of film compression for the lipid tails in
he IL formulation to begin interacting with one another. Further-

ore, IL contains more unsaturated lipids, which have kinked
ails and take up more space in the monolayer, than either PCPG
r TL (∼49% for IL versus ∼30% for PCPG and ∼22% for TL),
eading to lift-off at a higher molecular area for IL films. The
nclusion of cholesterol and the increased percentage of unsat-
rated phospholipids in the IL formulation is known to fluidize
ipid monolayers at higher surface pressures and temperatures
72]. This provides an explanation for why the IL lipid film is not
ble to reach high surface pressures, nor to make the transition
rom the LE/LC phase to a solid phase without film collapse,
nce the temperature is elevated to 37 ◦C.

.1.3. Fluorescence microscopic imaging
The surface phase morphologies of the lipid films were

bserved using FM imaging in conjunction with the LWSB.
M images were obtained by spiking the samples prepared for
WSB studies with 0.5 mol% TR-DHPE. The bulky fluorescent

ag is attached to the DHPE lipid head group, and resides pre-

ominantly in the LE phase, which appears as the bright regions
n the images, while the probe excluded LC phase appears rel-
tively dark. In all of the presented FM figures, the panels on
he left (at lower surface pressure) depict films in that are either

t
[
i
o

my surface balance at 25 ◦C (A) and 37 ◦C (B) for PCPG lipids, Tanaka lipids,

ntirely (PCPG and IL) or predominantly (TL) in the LE phase,
nd which therefore are quite bright in intensity. As surface
ressure increases, the intensity of the fluorescent lipid in the
E phase typically decreases, and in the case of LC phases,

he fluorescently labeled lipid is completely excluded from cer-
ain regions. As a result, the FM images on the right (at higher
urface pressure) appear significantly darker overall, and when
right spots (termed ‘vesicles’ here) are present, the surround-
ng phases appear almost completely dark. In Fig. 2, FM images
re shown for PCPG (A and B), TL (C and D), and IL (E and
) films at 37 ◦C, from a point on the isotherm just before the
lateau, ∼35 mN/m (left panels: A, C and E), and within the
lateau, ∼50 mN/m (right panels: B, D and F). At ∼35 mN/m,
o distinct LC domains are observed for either PCPG or IL,
ndicating that a fluid disordered LE phase is present, while
ark LC domains are seen in the TL film. These domains in the
L film are consistent with the known DPPC:PA close pack-

ng that occurs in DPPC:PA and DPPC:POPG:PA films [37,73].
he lipid-fatty acid interactions promote mixed crystalline con-
ensed solid phases that form in the non-condensable fluid
hase, which contains POPG. Thus, LC domains are observed
n TL, but not PCPG, films [37,73]. The IL film displays what
ppears to be a homogeneous fluid phase, though cholesterol is
nown to induce lipid-cholesterol short-range order almost inde-
endent of surface pressure over only a few molecules at a time
74]. At∼50 mN/m, some vesicle formation is observed for all of
he lipid formulations (as evidenced by the appearance of small
right domains), and in the TL film, bright vesicle formations
oexist with the dark LC domains. Interestingly, the fundamen-
al phase morphologies at ∼50 mN/m are very different for the
hree formulations. In the cases of both the PCPG and IL films,

he vesicles are large and are likely forming below the monolayer
75], confirming that material is removed from the monolayer
n the plateau region [76–78]. The TL film exhibits LC domains
f about the same size as those observed at ∼35 mN/m, but
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ig. 2. Fluorescent microscopic images of PCPG lipids (A and B), Tanaka lipid
50 mN/m (B, D and F) on buffer at 37 ◦C, collected with a barrier speed of 5 m

ith several small vesicles (bright spots) interspersed through-
ut. The diverse but distinct phase morphologies and variations
n bright vesicle size and shape observed in all three lipid for-

ulations at high surface pressure (low-surface tension) indicate
hat the mechanism through which material is removed from the
nterfacial lipid layer upon compression is probably different in
ach case.

.1.4. Static-bubble pulsating bubble surfactometry results
Static-bubble PBS experiments were performed to observe

he kinetics of adsorption of the three surfactant formulations to
he air–liquid interface of a bubble. Natural LS is expected to
how a rapid decrease in surface tension on the PBS, reaching

5 mN/m within less than 1 min of initial adsorption [38,79]. The
ydrophobic surfactant proteins are thought to play a significant
ole in enabling this fast adsorption. Not unexpectedly, the lipid
ormulations with no added SP mimics do not absorb rapidly

p
a
[
i

and D), and synthetic Infasurf lipids (E and F) at ∼35 mN/m (A, C and E) and
in.

o the interface, nor do they reach low equilibrium surface ten-
ions (Fig. 3A). After 20 min of adsorption, PCPG reaches an
quilibrium surface tension of ∼55 mN/m, TL ∼46 mN/m, and
L ∼55 mN/m. The lower equilibrium surface tension reached
y the TL film versus the PCPG film is likely due to a higher
uidity of the TL film caused by the presence of PA, which occu-
ies a smaller molecular area in the monolayer than DPPC or
OPG. The higher surface tension obtained with the IL film may
e attributed, in part, to the highly ordered phases that choles-
erol induces at low-surface pressures, which can preclude lipid
dsorption to the interface in certain regions. Although the role
f cholesterol in the surface-active behavior of lipid films is not
ell understood, it is known to be partially immiscible with

hospholipids, depending on the Tc and the phase of the lipids,
nd may either fluidize or rigidify the monolayer as a result
80,81]. The overall effect on biophysical activity is still under
nvestigation.
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ig. 3. Static-bubble (A) and dynamic-bubble (B) adsorption results from the p
ynthetic Infasurf lipids. Dynamic data were collected at 20 cycles/min and loo

.1.5. Dynamic-bubble pulsating bubble surfactometry
esults

Surface tension (γ) versus surface area (A) data loops may be
ollected by running the PBS in the dynamic-bubble mode, with
cycling rate similar to that for adult respiration (20 cycles/min).
he γ–A loop for natural LS containing SPs is expected to
xhibit a maximum surface tension (γmax) of about 35 mN/m
nd a minimum surface tension (γmin) near zero, with near-zero
urface tension reached after a small amount of compression
38,79]. The γ–A loops obtained using the modified PBS for
CPG, TL, and IL are shown in Fig. 3B. As expected, both
max and γmin for all formulations are significantly higher than
hat is typically observed for natural LS (with γmax ∼ 65 mN/m

nd γmin ∼ 20 mN/m for all three lipid formulations), and do not
iffer greatly from one another. In addition, we observe no appre-
iable hysteresis in any of the data loops. Interestingly, although
he composition of the PCPG and IL films is drastically differ-
nt, these loops are nearly identical. Furthermore, the addition of
ne component (PA) to a PCPG film (i.e. the TL film) does result
n a slightly lower γmax and γmin, and a significantly different
oop shape. The slope upon expansion of the TL film is quite
teep, indicating that the elasticity of the film is increased with
he presence of PA. This is not the case for either the PCPG or IL
lms, which have substantially lower apparent film elasticities
82].

Though definitive correlations between LWSB and PBS data
ave not yet been established, it seems that the in vitro quasi-
quilibrium (LWSB), as well as the adsorptive and dynamic
PBS) surface-active behaviors of all three lipid formulations
re similar, with TL film showing the most unique surface-active
ehavior. The most apparent differences of TL from IL or PCPG
n the current in vitro testing are in the lipid phase formation and

eneral elasticity and respreadability of the lipid film. However,
o specific data would predict poor in vivo efficacy in the lung
or TL versus IL or PCPG. To further investigate the overall
dsorption, respreading, and phase formation of the different

Π

m
a
m

ng bubble surfactometer in buffer at 37 ◦C for PCPG lipids, Tanaka lipids, and
ctions are clockwise.

ipid mixtures in an in vitro setting, their surface-active behav-
ors were characterized in the presence of SP-B and SP-C peptide
nd peptoid mimics using the same in vitro techniques.

.2. In vitro surface-active behaviors of peptide and
eptoid mimics in various lipid formulations

.2.1. Description of peptoid addition to lipid formulations
To investigate different lipid–lipid and lipid–peptide/peptoid

nteractions, experiments were performed with SP-B1–25, Pep-
oid B, SP-CF,F, or Peptoid C (Table 1) added to each of the
hree lipid formulations. SP-B1–25 and SP-CF,F were added to
ach lipid formulation at 10 wt.%, similar to the total protein
oncentration in LS, while Peptoid B and Peptoid C were added
o the lipids at the mole percentage equivalent to 10 wt.% of
he respective peptides B and C (Table 2). We have studied the
ffect of varying the weight percentage of peptoid-based mim-
cs (5%, 10%, and 20%) on the surface activity in a lipid film
83]. We found that at low weight percentages (≤5%) the surface
ctivity was inferior relative to 10%, while at high weight per-
ent (20%) there was little change in activity over 10%. Surface
ctivities were investigated using the LWSB, FM imaging, and
he PBS. Although many separate features of LWSB and PBS
ata correlate to the unique behavior and physiological functions
f natural LS, it is not yet conclusively known which of these
roperties are most important for biomedical efficacy. However,
t is assumed that a formulation that closely emulates the in vitro
urface-active behaviors of natural LS is most likely to provide
n vivo activity that is similar to that of natural LS.

.2.2. Langmuir–Wilhelmy surface balance results

.2.2.1. Effect of peptide or peptoid addition to PCPG films.

–A isotherms obtained at 37 ◦C reveal that when any of the
imics is added to any one of the lipid formulations, the lift-off

rea is increased and the resulting plateau (when applicable) is
ore pronounced (Fig. 4). Similar results are observed at 25 ◦C
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data not shown). An increase in lift-off area is expected for
ipid formulations containing additional peptide or peptoid, as
dditives alter the available area per molecule, and presumably,
he presence of surface-active SP mimics facilitates lipid–lipid

a
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s

lmy surface balance at 37 ◦C for PCPG lipids (A and B), Tanaka lipids (C and
mics (B, D and F). Molecular areas include both lipids and mimics.
nd lipid–peptide/peptoid interactions, causing increased film
rganization and a subsequent surface pressure increase at a
arger molecular area relative to the lipid mixture without added
preading agents. Since a plateau in the isotherm is thought to
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orrespond to structural reorganization and material removal
rom the interface, a more pronounced plateau is considered
esirable, as it mimics that of the natural LS film.

For the PCPG film at 37 ◦C (lift-off area ∼107 Å2/molecule),
he addition of the SP-B1–25 peptide increases the lift-off area
o ∼130 Å2/molecule, while the addition of Peptoid B increased
he lift-off area to ∼115 Å2/molecule (Fig. 4A). We also observe
n increase in lift-off area, to ∼120 Å2/molecule (Fig. 4B) upon
he addition of SP-CFF and Peptoid C. Strikingly, the addition
f the SP-CF,F peptide to PCPG results in a low film collapse
ressure of ∼50 mN/m, indicating that the film does not undergo
he LC to solid phase transition. On the other hand, the film con-
aining SP-B1–25 exhibits a higher lift-off area than the other
P mimic-containing films, which may be due to its occupa-

ion of a larger area at the interface (though SP-CF,F peptide
s longer and presumably larger, likely has a greater tendency
o associate with lipid acyl chains and orient transversely or
ngle into the monolayer), and/or SP-B1–25’s increased ability
o organize a lipid film and promote molecular interactions in
he 2D gas–liquid coexistence phase at a larger molecular area
elative to the other mimics. The addition of Peptoid B to the
CPG film, on the other hand, results in a more pronounced
lateau between 45 and 50 mN/m compared to the other mim-
cs, indicating an increased degree of structural reorganization
r facilitated removal of material from the monolayer in this
ange of surface pressures.

.2.2.2. Effect of peptide or peptoid addition to TL films. In the
L film, SP-B1–25 exhibits a lift-off area of ∼115 Å2/molecule,
hile Peptoid B exhibits a lift-off area of ∼110 Å2/molecule,
hile SP-CF,F exhibits a lift-off area of ∼120 Å2/molecule, and
eptoid C exhibits a lift-off area of ∼115 Å2/molecule, versus
100 Å2/molecule for the TL film without any additives (Fig. 4C

nd D). The significant changes in lift-off area for peptides and
eptoids in TL relative to the PCPG lipid mixture indicate that
he area occupied by the added surface-active SP mimics at the
nterface is not the sole determinant for the increased lift-off area
alues. In all instances, the collapse pressure for the TL formu-
ations is high (∼70 mN/m) and a kink or plateau is observed
etween 45 and 50 mN/m, with more pronounced plateaus for
he films with added SP-B1–25, Peptoid B, or SP-CF,F. Interest-
ngly, the extent of the plateau for TL films containing SP-B1–25
r Peptoid B are quite similar to each other, in contrast to those
n the PCPG films. In addition, SP-CF,F in the TL film is able to
each collapse at a high surface pressure, though there is only
ne lipid component difference between the TL and PCPG films
PA). Specific, electrostatic interactions between anionic PA and
he cationic residues at positions 11 and 12 in SP-CFF may play a
ole in stabilizing the film at higher surface pressures. In reach-
ng a higher collapse pressure, an extended plateau region is
bserved, which is significantly different from all other plateau
egions presented here. Amongst the TL films, those containing
ither SP-B1–25 or SP-CF,F exhibit slightly earlier lift-off areas

nd more pronounced plateaus than the films containing the
eptoid-based mimics, indicating overall better surface activities
or the peptides, although the differences overall are relatively
mall.

o
a
a
[

faces B: Biointerfaces  57 (2007) 37–55

.2.2.3. Effect of peptide or peptoid addition to IL films. The
ift-off area for the IL film is increased with the addition of
ll SP mimics (to ∼145 Å2/molecule for SP-B1–25 and Peptoid
, ∼135 Å2/molecule for SP-CF,F, and ∼130 Å2/molecule for
eptoid C (Fig. 4E and F)). These lift-off areas are significantly
igher than those observed for either the PCPG or TL films,
robably due to the higher concentrations of unsaturated lipids
ith bulky tails. It is again observed here, as in the PCPG and
L films, that the presence of a peptide SP mimic results in a
lightly higher lift-off area than the presence of a peptoid SP
imic. However, as with the IL-only films, the IL films in the

resence of SP mimics are still unable to reach high surface
ressures, with a collapse pressure that is significantly lower
∼50 mN/m), indicating that these films do not form stable LC
hases. As previously mentioned, this early collapse is likely
ue to the tendency of cholesterol to create disordered, fluid
hases at higher surface pressures [72]. As a result, all of the
ormulations exhibit extended plateau regions until the point
f film collapse, at ∼50 mN/m. In the IL films, SP-B1–25 again
xhibits a somewhat earlier lift-off area than the other mimics, as
ell as an extra kink in the isotherm at 30–40 mN/m, indicating

hat this peptide has moderately greater surface activity than the
ther mimics.

.2.3. FM imaging results
To gain further insight into lipid phase transitions and gen-

ral phase morphology, FM images were captured for these
ipid–peptide/peptoid films. In Fig. 5, FM images are shown
or PCPG alone (A and B) and with added SP-B1–25 (C and D),
eptoid B (E and F), SP-CF,F (G and H), or Peptoid C (I and J)
t 37 ◦C from before the plateau, ∼35 mN/m (A, C, E, G and
), and during the plateau, ∼50 mN/m (B, D, F, H and J). FM
mages for TL and IL films without and with added mimics are
imilarly shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively (panels labeled
s described above). At ∼35 mN/m, no LC domain formation
s observed for any of the PCPG or IL formulations with the
dded SP mimics, while dark LC domains are observed for all
f the TL formulations, as was observed for the lipid-only films
Fig. 2). For PCPG and IL films, the addition of peptide or pep-
oid does not induce observable phase separation at this lower
urface pressure. For TL films, both the size and spacing of the
omains are similar for all of the films except that containing
eptoid C, which shows significantly smaller LC domains and
slightly tighter packing density. Thus, Peptoid C is able to

ffect lipid domain packing and density at lower surface pres-
ures when compared to the other mimics, which is an indication
f increased surface activity.

At ∼50 mN/m, domain formation is observed for all of
he films. Bright domains, indicative of vesicle formation, are
bserved for all of the PCPG films (Fig. 5). The addition of SP-
1–25 or Peptoid B to PCPG results in the formation of large,
right circular domains, with the SP-B1–25-containing film hav-
ng very large domains. These types of domains are indicative

f vesicle formation below the monolayer, which may point to
specific mechanism of material removal from the monolayer

nd submonolayer organization for each of these SP mimics
75]. The addition of SP-CF,F or Peptoid C also results in the
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ig. 5. Fluorescent microscopic images for PCPG lipids (A and B), PCPG lip
eptoid C (I and J) on buffer at 37 ◦C, collected with a barrier speed of 5 mm/m
and J).

ormation of bright vesicles; however, the observed domains are
ore numerous and display a different morphology from those
een in SP-B1–25- and Peptoid B-containing films. Note that
lthough the PCPG film with Peptoid C was unable to reach
ollapse at a high surface pressure, the type of vesicle formation
bserved here is very similar to that of PCPG + SP-CF,F (Fig. 5H

s
S
T
fi

ith added SP-B1–25 (C and D), Peptoid B (E and F), SP-CF,F (G and H), and
ages shown for Π ∼ 35 mN/m (A, C, E, G and I) and Π ∼ 50 mN/m (B, D, F,

nd J). At ∼50 mN/m dark LC domains are still observed for
he TL films, although they may not be discernable in the pre-

ented FM images (Fig. 6). However, for those films containing
P mimics, scattered small, bright vesicles are also observed.
he SP-B1–25-containing film has very few vesicles, while the
lms containing Peptoid B and Peptoid C exhibit significantly
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ig. 6. Fluorescent microscopic images for Tanaka lipids (A and B), Tanaka li
eptoid C (I and J) on buffer at 37 ◦C, collected with a barrier speed of 5 mm/m
and J).
ore and SP-CF,F shows an even larger number, making it dif-
cult to observe the dark LC domains. Note that the formation
f very large vesicle domains is not observed in any TL films.
he IL films possess phase morphology very similar to that of

P
(
b
s

ith added SP-B1–25 (C and D), Peptoid B (E and F), SP-CF,F (G and H), and
ages shown for Π ∼ 35 mN/m (A, C, E, G and I) and Π ∼ 50 mN/m (B, D, F,
CPG, where bright vesicle domains are observed at ∼50 mN/m
Fig. 7). The IL film containing SP-B1–25 exhibits very large,
right domains, while that containing Peptoid B has medium-
ized bright domains interspersed with small bright vesicles.
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Fig. 7. Fluorescent microscopic images for synthetic Infasurf lipids (A and B), synthetic Infasurf lipids with added SP-B1–25 (C and D), Peptoid B (E and F),
SP-CF,F (G and H), and Peptoid C (I and J) on buffer at 37 ◦C, collected with a barrier speed of 5 mm/min. Images shown for Π ∼ 35 mN/m (A, C, E, G and I) and
Π ∼ 50 mN/m (B, D, F, H and J).
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inally, the SP-C mimic-containing films show large numbers
f small bright vesicles.

Overall, the size, shape, and degree of vesicle formation at
igher surface pressures for SP-B versus SP-C mimics are quite
istinguishable. While SP-B1–25 or Peptoid B promote the for-
ation of medium to large, or in the case of SP-B1–25, very large,

right vesicular domains in PCPG and IL films, the presence of
P-CF-F or Peptoid C in these films tends to result in numer-
us, smaller, bright vesicular domains. As SP-C has often been
ointed to as the protein that anchors lipids to the interface for
asy incorporation upon film area expansion, it would be logical
o hypothesize that it facilitates the formation of smaller vesi-
le domains for this reason. In general, the significance of the
ize, shape, and degree of vesicles formed during compression
as not been extensively investigated, although their presence
s the obvious result of lipid–lipid and lipid–peptide/peptoid
nteractions and overall structural reorganization at the interface
s surface pressure increases and available film area becomes
maller [71].

Also notable is that, of the three lipid formulations, TL in
he presence of any SP mimics consistently produces smaller
right domains when compared to the PCPG or IL mixtures.
f vesicle domain size correlates inversely with enhanced elas-
icity or respreadability, we would predict that TL (the most
lastic of the films) would produce smaller domains inde-
endent of the presence of SP mimics, which is what we
bserve. This phenomenon could explain why TL has up to
his point been considered a very good in vitro mimic of the
on-protein portion of LS, despite its reportedly poorer in vivo
fficacy.

.2.4. Static-bubble pulsating bubble surfactometry results
Static-bubble adsorption data collected using the PBS reveal a

ubstantial increase in the surfactant adsorption rate and an enor-
ous decrease in equilibrium surface tension values reached
ith the addition of SP mimics to any of the lipid formulations

Fig. 8). In a PCPG film (panels A and B), SP-B1–25 facilitates the
ttainment of a low equilibrium surface tension of ∼20 mN/m
fter approximately 7 min, while the film containing Peptoid B
nly reaches an equilibrium surface tension of ∼30 mN/m after
pproximately 15 min, indicating more rapid adsorption to the
nterface for SP-B1–25- than Peptoid B-containing PCPG films.

uch more rapid adsorption to the interface is observed for SP-
F,F films, with an equilibrium surface tension of ∼25 mN/m

eached in less than 1 min. Peptoid C films also reach an equi-
ibrium surface tension of ∼25 mN/m, but like SP-B1–25- and
eptoid B-containing films, require nearly 10 min, for complete
dsorption. The greater number of hydrophobic amino acids in
he peptide-based SP mimics (relative to the shorter peptoids)

ay contribute to the faster adsorption kinetics observed with
he peptide-containing films relative to those of the peptoid-
ontaining films.

In TL (panels C and D), films containing either SP-CF,F

r Peptoid C reach the low equilibrium surface tension of
25 mN/m seen in PCPG films very rapidly, after only about
min. Peptoid B films also reach an equilibrium surface ten-

ion of ∼25 mN/m, but require about 5 min to adsorb. Films

t
w
p
n
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ontaining SP-B1–25 only reach a surface tension of ∼30 mN/m
fter about 7 min. In IL (panels E and F), films containing SP-
F,F and Peptoid C again reached the desirably low equilibrium

urface tension of ∼25 mN/m, with an adsorption time of less
han a minute for SP-CF,F and about 2 min for Peptoid C. SP-

1–25 and Peptoid B films also reach an equilibrium surface
ension of ∼25 mN/m, but require more time to adsorb (∼7 min
or SP-B1–25 and ∼13 min for Peptoid B).

Therefore, the presence of SP mimics in all lipid films greatly
educes the equilibrium surface tensions reached during adsorp-
ion, to nearly that of natural LS (∼25 mN/m). The values
eached are consistent for SP-C mimics, but vary for SP-B mim-
cs, depending on the lipid composition of the film. For instance,
P-B1–25 only reaches 30 mN/m in TL films, but can bring the
urface tension down to 20 mN/m in PCPG films. An opposite
rend is seen for Peptoid B, which reaches 30 mN/m in PCPG
lms, but attains 25 mN/m in TL films. Also worth noting is that

he rate of adsorption for SP-B mimics is consistently quite slow
ompared to SP-C mimics. SP-C mimics may be able to inter-
ct more readily with the lipids than SP-B mimics due to their
reater hydrophobicity, promoting a drastic increase in the rate
f adsorption. It is intriguing that though the respective equi-
ibrium surface tensions reached for the different lipid films in
he presence of each SP mimic are nearly the same, the rates of
dsorption vary tremendously. These results point to the impor-
ance of carefully selecting both a good synthetic lipid mixture
nd good SP mimics (appropriately paired) for in vivo and in
itro testing. Overall, the in vitro performance of the TL formula-
ion is best for the SP mimics studied based on these static-bubble
dsorption data.

.2.5. Dynamic-bubble results
Dynamic-bubble PBS experiments also reveal a substantial

ncrease in biomimetic surfactant activity with added SP mim-
cs as expected, but the differences between the formulations are
uite significant once again (Fig. 9). For all SP mimic-containing
lms, a decrease in the maximum surface tension (γmax) and an

ncrease in data loop hysteresis are observed. However, the γmax
eached by films containing peptide-based mimics are signifi-
antly lower than for films containing peptoid-based mimics. In
CPG films (Fig. 9A and B), only the addition of SP-B1–25 facil-

tates a decrease in γmin, from ∼20 to ∼10 mN/m, with a slight
ncrease in hysteresis at high surface areas also observed. An
ncrease in hysteresis at low-surface areas is observed for films
ontaining Peptoid B or SP-CF,F. High hysteresis at low-surface
ension corresponds to an ability to reach low-surface tension
ith only a small amount of film area compression, similar to
S. Interestingly, Peptoid C-containing PCPG films show only
slight decrease in γmax and very little increase in hysteresis at

ow-surface tensions, and otherwise the shape of the data loop is
ery similar to the PCPG film containing no additives. This indi-
ates that Peptoid C is not significantly enhancing the dynamic
urface activity of this lipid film, which is surprising considering

he experimental findings obtained with the LWSB and FM, as
ell as the static PBS results. Here, the overall dynamic in vitro
erformance of all the PCPG films is poor; films do not reach
ear-zero surface tensions upon compression with peptoids or
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Fig. 8. Static-bubble adsorption results from the pulsating bubble surfactometer in buffer at 37 ◦C for PCPG lipids (A and B), Tanaka lipids (C and D), and synthetic
Infasurf lipids (E and F) with added SP-B (A, C and E) or SP-C mimics (B, D and F).
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Fig. 9. Dynamic-bubble adsorption results from the pulsating bubble surfactometer in buffer at 37 ◦C for PCPG lipids (A and B), Tanaka lipids (C and D), and
synthetic Infasurf lipids (E and F) with added SP-B (A, C and E) or SP-C mimics (B, D and F). Data were collected at 20 cycles/min and loop directions are clockwise.
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ith peptides that are known to mimic the native proteins fairly
ell.
The shape of the bubble loop significantly changes for all

imics in TL films as compared to PCPG films. In TL films
Fig. 9C and D), γmax is reduced to ∼45 mN/m with added SP-
1–25, γmax ∼50 mN/m with added Peptoid B, γmax ∼32 mN/m
ith added SP-CF,F, and γmax ∼40 mN/m with added Peptoid C,

s compared to ∼65 mN/m for the pure lipid film. Interestingly,
he SP-C mimics are clearly able to reduce γmax, and consider-
bly more so than the SP-B mimics. Peptoid C, which in PCPG
lms failed to enhance surface activity when compared to pure
CPG, shows a dramatic increase in surface activity in TL films,
ith γmax values significantly lower than for all mimics but SP-
F,F. Again, the PA component appears to have the pronounced
ffect of improving the surface activity of TL in the presence
f SP-C mimics, relative to the surface activity of the mimics
n PCPG films without PA. Additionally, the γmin is decreased
o nearly zero (as is desirable) for all SP mimic-containing TL
lms. Note that since for these formulations bubble shape greatly
eforms from that of an ellipse at near-zero surface tensions, the
mage analysis system is not able to track a symmetrical bub-
le shape and we are not able to calculate the surface area nor
urface tension of the bubble. However, it is clear that near-zero
urface tensions are obtained in these instances because the pres-
ure drop is very low and the bubble shapes are highly deformed.
ote however that these low-surface tension data points are not

hown on the plots; these low-γ data were omitted from the
ynamic PBS plots for both TL/Peptoid B films (Fig. 9C) and
L/SP-CF,F and TL/Peptoid C films (Fig. 9D). While a slight

ncrease in data loop hysteresis is observed for films containing
P-B1–25, SP-CF,F, and Peptoid C, a relatively large extent of
ysteresis is observed for Peptoid B films, which is generally
hought to be a good biomimetic feature.

In IL formulations (Fig. 9E and F), γmax is decreased and hys-
eresis is increased with added SP mimics, while γmin remains
pproximately the same as the lipid-only film at ∼20 mN/m.
imilar to the PCPG and TL films, γmax is decreased to a greater
xtent with added peptide mimics (∼45 mN/m) than peptoid
imics (∼60 mN/m). Films containing Peptoid B, SP-CF,F, or
eptoid C all show increased hysteresis at both high and low-
urface areas, while SP-B1–25 films only show greatly increased
ysteresis at high surface areas. However, like PCPG films, all
L films fail to reach the near-zero surface tensions considered
ritical for efficacy of an LS formulation.

Based on the dynamic-bubble PBS results, it appears that
nly TL formulations with added SP mimics are able to reach
ear-zero minimum surface tensions upon film compression.
owever, IL formulations with added SP mimics tend to have a
reater amount of hysteresis than the TL formulations (espe-
ially for those containing the SP-C analogues), which is
onsidered desirable in an LS formulation. The main differ-
nce between these lipid formulations is that TL contains PA
nd IL contains cholesterol. To greater elucidate the role and

mportance of these two different surfactant components, we
esigned five additional lipid formulations, in which cholesterol
as either excluded from, or PA added to, the IL formulation.
o significant differences in the minimum surface tensions nor

B
t

urfaces B: Biointerfaces 57 (2007) 37–55 53

he extent of hysteresis in the PBS data loops were observed for
hese variant IL lipid formulations in combination with Peptoid

(data not shown). Hence, these compositional differences do
ot appear to be exclusively responsible for the unusual behavior
f IL-based films. It could also be reasoned that the difference
n unsaturated phospholipid content among the formulations
nfluenced the amount of compression required to reach min-
mum surface tensions in the presence of SP mimics. IL has
ignificantly higher unsaturated phospholipid content than either
CPG or TL, and the increased extent of lipid acyl chain inter-
ctions with SP mimics may promote more rapid changes in
urface tension with small amounts of compression.

.2.6. Notes on the surface-active behavior of
PPC-containing films at low-surface tensions
Very recent work by Gopal and Lee [84] has lent valu-

ble insight into the collapse and low-surface tension behaviors
f DPPC-containing mixed lipid monolayers, which may be
pplied to the current investigation. Through the study of
angmuir isotherms and 2D bulk moduli of DPPC:PA and
PPC:DMPA mixtures with increasing mole fractions of DPPC

χDPPC) at 30 ◦C, it was determined that a sudden transition in
ollapse pressure (from 50 to 65 mN/m to 70+ mN/m) occurs
n the range of 0.6–0.8 χDPPC, before which, the collapse pres-
ures were <60 mN/m. These data were further compared to that
f DPPC:POPG:PA (TL) and DPPC:cholesterol mixtures, and
ery similar trends were observed [37,84,85]. A simple rigid-
ty percolation treatment argument was applied to explain this
henomenon, and a quantitative explanation for the ‘coinciden-
al’ widespread empirical use of 70% DPPC in LS replacement
ormulations for in vitro use was provided. Based on the χDPPC
f the three lipid mixtures studied here (0.71 χDPPC for PCPG,
.60 χDPPC for TL, and 0.46 χDPPC for IL), the differences in
ollapse pressures on the LWSB may now be clearly explained.
he χDPPC in IL (which also contains cholesterol) is lower than

he ‘key’ range of 0.6–0.8 χDPPC, and therefore, we observe
ow collapse pressures (∼55 mN/m) in all IL-containing LWSB
sotherms at higher temperature. As both PCPG and TL films are
bove the 0.6 χDPPC threshold for DPPC-containing lipid mix-
ures, collapse pressures >70 mN/m (∼2 mN/m surface tension)
re reached. These results clearly support the work of Gopal and
ee. However, all three lipid formulations exhibit significantly
levated minimum surface tensions on the dynamic-bubble PBS
∼20 mN/m), where a monolayer-only system no longer exists.
urprisingly, only the TL formulation reaches near-zero surface

ensions in the presence of SP mimics on the PBS. As the low-
urface tension/high surface pressure regime is believed to be
f critical importance in designing and testing LS replacements
ontaining SPs or their mimics, these differences in the inter-
acial behaviors of mono- versus multilayer DPPC-containing
ipid films will continue to be explored.

. Conclusions
Previous work has shown that the addition of either Peptoid
or Peptoid C to TL improves the surface-active behavior of

he LS replacement relative to what is observed for the lipids
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lone, and that both peptoid-based SP mimics show surface
ctivities in TL that are similar to or in some ways better than
hat of their respective peptide analogues [26,27]. Although
eptoid-containing surfactant film properties compared well
ith those exhibited by the TL/peptide formulations, they are so

ar unable to achieve the exact performance exhibited by natu-
al LS [38,79]. In particular, dynamic-bubble PBS experiments
evealed that the TL/Peptoid B formulation was able to reach
ear-zero γmin, but that γmax was significantly higher than the
5 mN/m expected for natural LS [26]. In order to create a fully
unctional, synthetic LS replacement, the optimal lipid formu-
ation must be further investigated; and most likely, better SP

imics will also need to be created.
In this paper we have investigated the in vitro surface behavior

f peptide- and peptoid-based SP mimics in combination with
hree commonly used LS-mimetic lipid formulations: PCPG,
L, and IL. These lipid formulations are composed of differ-
nt types of lipids, allowing the investigation of lipid–lipid and
P mimic/lipid interactions. Among the three lipid formula-

ions, significantly different surface activities were observed.
lthough the lipid mixtures themselves do not exhibit drastic
ifferences on the PBS, there are significant differences in the
WSB isotherms and FM images at higher surface pressures.
he inability of the IL film to sustain high surface pressure/low-
urface tension at higher temperature would clearly inhibit us
rom obtaining information about added SP mimics in this
egion, which is non-ideal given that surface-active behavior
n the low-surface tension regime is considered critical for
ssessing in vitro efficacy. Additionally, although the film phase
ormation observed in this study via FM is not conclusively
nderstood, the presence of dark LC domains in the TL film
learly sets its phase behavior apart from the other lipid mixtures.
revious work in our group has demonstrated that the average
omain sizes change depending on the peptoid or peptide added,
hich may give indications regarding increased surface activ-

ty. The effect of this phase morphology on in vivo studies has
ot been definitively assessed, although TL has been reported
o have overall poorer in vivo efficacy relative to the IL mixture
34].

Additionally, these studies have shown that lipid composi-
ion markedly affects the in vitro surface activities of the SP
imics added to the formulations. Specifically, combination of
P mimics with all lipid films results in a significantly higher

ift-off. However, the PCPG and IL films are not always able
o reach the desired high collapse pressures. While TL films
orm LC domains at both ∼35 and ∼50 mN/m, FM imaging of
CPG or IL films reveals no domain formation at ∼35 mN/m
nd only vesicle formation at ∼50 mN/m. Static-bubble PBS
esults indicate that though equilibrium surface tensions are sim-
lar for all lipid films with added mimics, the rate of adsorption
an vary tremendously depending on lipid composition. Finally,
ynamic-bubble PBS results show that SP mimics in PCPG or
L films are not able to reach near-zero minimum surface ten-

ions, while SP mimics in TL films are. However, IL films in
articular are able to reach a minimum surface tension after a
mall amount of compression. Further investigation of lipid for-
ulations containing varying amounts of cholesterol or PA in

[

[
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he IL film revealed little effect on the amount of hysteresis and
he minimum surface tension.

None of these SP mimic/lipid formulations are able to
recisely emulate the surface-active behavior of natural LS,
owever the TL formulation appears to be most promising for
ontinued in vitro study and this is particularly the case for the
eptoid-based SP mimics under development in our lab. While a
ore complex lipid formulation based on the lipid composition

f InfasurfTM also showed some promising aspects, even with
dded SP mimics the collapse surface pressure as observed by
WSB is quite low (∼50 mN/m) and the minimum surface ten-
ion as observed by dynamic-bubble PBS experiments is quite
igh (∼20 mN/m). In terms of biomimetic characteristics, which
ust be seen with in vitro testing in order to assess the function-

ng of added SP mimics, the TL lipid mixture is the only one
o satisfy the requirement of reaching low dynamic surface ten-
ions on both the LWSB and the PBS. Further experiments will
e performed using in vivo animal models of RDS to study the
fficacy of these formulations, and to shed further light on the
elationship between these types of in vitro observations of sur-
actant behavior and the physiological functioning of surfactant
eplacements for the treatment of respiratory distress syndrome.
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